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This dissertation has distributed the

4. Project Objective
1) To simplify a complicated academic data and implement it into Infographic format which would make it more
understandable to the larger audiences.

3. Background or significant of the
project

surveys to 1,299 target respondents from 3

The work has translated systematic

X, and 430 Gen Y, from 10 districts of

academic data analysis into the symmetri-

Bangkok. The research then compared val-

cal triangle Infographic. The triangle por-

ues between three generations, Generation

trays 3 facets of instrumental values, the

Baby Boomer: birth years were between

individual's mode of conduct: focusing on

1946 and 1964 who have encountered the

sufficient economy, of three generations:

WWII, being optimistic, work-oriented

"Symmetrical triangle of Economic

Baby Boomer, X and Y in a simple and

and familiar with the mass media; Gen-
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easy to understand way. The contributors

eration X: birth years were between 1965

Boomer, X and Y" is the work that trans-

have combined wording and symbols to-

and 1980 who were born with multiple

lates systematic academic data analysis into

gether to create the work.

cultures, being independence, seeking bal-

the symmetrical triangle Infographic. The

Originally, the academic data came

ance between working and living and were

triangle portrays instrumental values, the

from dissertation of Prichaya Manmin

familiar with television and computer, and;

individual's mode of conduct: focusing on

(2015) on values and media usages of Gen-

Generation Y: birth years were between

sufficient economy, of three generations:

eration Baby Boomer, X, and Y in Thai-

1981 and 2000 who were born respecting

Baby Boomer, X and Y in a simple and

land. Importantly "sufficiency economy"

cultural diversity and concerning about

easy to understand way. The artists have

is one of the instrumental value under the

social issues, being optimistic and image-

combined wording, pictogram, illustration
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values set called, "Nation, Religion, Mon-

oriented, wanting to be a part of the so-

and charts together to create the work.
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archy, Arts & Culture, and Justice."

ciety, both on online and offline platform

The "Nation, Religion, Monarchy,
Arts & Culture, and Justice" values set

generations: 438 Baby Boomers, 431 Gen

work to public prevalently.
3) To encourage public to recognize
sufficiency economy value.

5. Concept

are, "Upholding: the nation, religion, and

cal triangle Infographic simplification of
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traditional and new, at the same time.
Last but not least, the symmetri-
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and were familiar with using several media,

comprised eight instrumental values which
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2) To display and disseminate the
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6. Process of art or design works

"genscription" and "rhymes" are used to

layout to show three generations symbolizing the three points of view that are different

1) Create "Genscription" comprised

create memory aids of how each genera-

even they are on the same object. Together with the pyramid or the "Symmetrical triangle

"name tag" and "description" for each gen-

tion practices their values. The genscrip-

infographic", a descriptive infographic is created to give the explanation of each genera-

eration by synthesizing the overall charac-

tion concludes overall value practices of

tion, research methodology and the meaning of each value being tested with its icon/

teristic (of each generation) and come up

each generation while the rhymes emphasis

symbol.

with concrete details.

on the explanation of instrumental values

2) Create "rhymes" to explain how

based on its importance to the generation,

each generation prioritize their values in

in comparing to the other two generations.

8. Pictures of art or design works
Mockups of the Symmetrical triangle infographic and Descriptive infographic.

2) ''infographic"

Thai language.
3) Design "infographics" to illustrate

The infographics use Triadic color scheme.

the information of Economic Sufficiency

Each color will represent each generation

of Three Generations: Baby Boomer, X

in terms of mood and feel presented in

and Y. There are two infographics in the

findings. Three hues used primarily are

set; Descriptive infographic, and Symmet-

blue, yellow and red. Blue hue represents

rical triangle infographic. The process is as

the calm and collected personality of Baby

follows.

Boomer generation. Yellow hue represents

3.1) Combine and make selections

the life-balancing generation X, borrow-

of the data needed to be explained for the

ing the characteristic of yellow that can be

better understanding of data visualization

perceived as hot but still calm at the same

3.2) Arrange data to create an easy to

time. Lastly, red represents the energetic
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3.3) Create drafts of layout in A2

ergy. Using variety of tones of each hue,

1. Symmetrical triangle infographic:
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format for Descriptive infographic and

the infographics show the demographic

Each generation on each face of the pyramid layout on the Symmetrical triangle
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Pyramid format for Symmetrical triangle

information of each generation. The rank

infographic
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generation Y who are full of life and en-
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of economic sufficiency scores which rep-
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3.4) Execute infographics with com-

resent the values each generation holds are

puter graphic programs by considering

shown by using iconic and symbolic signs

~ fonts, colors, and symbols
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one font used in the design to emphasize

7. Material and techniques of art or de<
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that can be easily understood. There is only

1) "Genscription" and ''rf?ymes"

J
•"" Mnemonic techniques of nametag called

on the message.
The design work is executed by Adobe TIlustration program. Forming the pyramid
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1) Generation Baby Boomer

2) Generation X

2. The Descriptive Infographic
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9. Knowledge after finished produce
art or design works

The idea of this creative work is

values needed to be considered.

aimed to simplify complicated academic

The contributors used different colors and

data into more understandable and more

symbols to rightly portray each generation.

approachable version as Infographic.

Cool color tone and peaceful symbol of

The contributors found that, in this

older male and female faces were used for

creative work, the better design process

generation Baby Boomer. For Generation

comprised both data management and

X, the generation of balance, the con-

creative management. Firstly, digesting

tributors used yellow, the color that had

and choosing the right data was important

warm and cool variants; and male and fe-

for the data management. Then transform

male with regular, easy-to-be-seen faces, as

the database into creative work by care-

a symbol to represent the generation. For

fully craft the wording into "nametag" and

Generation Y, hot color tone and playful

by choosing the most appropriate visuali-

faces of the young male and female were

zation elements.

used in a symbol and design.

To effectively simplify and visualize

However, to create uniformity and easy to

academic data, creative skills of combin-

recognize design, universal symbols were

" ing appropriate words and illustrations

also proper to be used for the general de-
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need to come into play.
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mographics and values of all generations.

The contributors learned that since

Last but not least, one typeface was chosen

English was difficult for general Thai audi..I ences
to fully understand, the creation of
J "Genscription" was needed to summarize
the characteristics of values practices of
f.. each
generation was create. Furthermore,
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as fit to be used for both Thai and English
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i! to aid the memory of the Thai audiences,
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Thai rhymes were arranged as an assist-
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Additionally, to create effective Infograph-
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